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IN THE SUPREME COURT 
 

STATE OF ARIZONA 
 

 
In the Matter of: 
 
Petition to Amend Rules 10.2, 15.1, 
16.6 of the Arizona Rules of Criminal  
Procedure 

 
Supreme Court No. R-17 ____________   
 

   

  
 

Pursuant to Rule 28 of the Rules of the Arizona Supreme Court, the Arizona 

Attorneys for Criminal Justice respectfully petition this Court to adopt the attached 

proposed amendment to Rules 10.2, 15.1, and 16.6 of the Rules of Criminal 

Procedure. The text of the proposed amendment is set out in the accompanying 

Appendix A. 

The power to dismiss a case and refile charges is one uniquely held by the 

government. A defendant cannot dismiss and refile charges; a defendant is only 

permitted to move to dismiss a case if the indictment is insufficient. The 

prosecution, on the other hand, can dismiss a case for good cause.  
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This ability to dismiss and reindict creates a tremendous disparity between 

the government and the defendant. In practice, the dismiss-and-refile process has 

been used to permit the state to engage in judicial shopping and even restart the 

deadline for notices of intent to seek the death penalty. But the defendant is left 

with no coordinating power—she cannot refile charges against herself to shop for a 

more beneficial court or start a deadline anew.  

This proposal simply seeks to level the playing field; to ensure that the 

government does not have the authority to change the rules of the game. If 

adopted, the state would merely be forbidden from unilaterally using its power to 

dismiss and refile cases in order to notice a previously appointed judge or restart 

the deadline to file a notice of intent to seek death.  

I. The Current Case Law permits the state to circumvent various 
unfavorable rulings by dismissing and refiling charges.  
 

 This court has recognized that the state’s dismissal and refiling of a case 

begins a separate matter:  

When a case is dismissed without prejudice, the state’s filing of a new 
indictment generally begins a separate matter. See Godoy v. Hantman, 
205 Ariz. 104, 105 ¶ 1, 106 ¶ 8, 67 P.3d 700, 701–02 (2003); State v. 
Rose, 121 Ariz. 131, 137, 589 P.2d 5, 11 (1978). Time limits under 
the rules begin anew for the separate matter “absent a showing of bad 
faith on the part of the prosecution or prejudice to the accused.” Rose, 
121 Ariz. at 137, 589 P.2d at 11 (restarting speedy trial time limits); 
see also Godoy, 205 Ariz. at 106 ¶ 7, 67 P.3d at 702 (restarting 
change-of-judge time limits). 

Mesa v. Granville, ___ P.3d. ___, 2016 WL 7387134, at ¶2 (2016). 
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 In Godoy, a case was ordered remanded by the court, and dismissed when a 

new indictment was not filed in a timely fashion. The state then brought a new 

cause of action, and additionally filed a notice of change of judge pursuant to Rule 

10.2 . Godoy, 205 Ariz. 104, ¶¶3-4. The state had not filed a previous change of 

judge against this judicial officer, and it is clear that without the new indictment, 

such a notice would have been untimely. Id. at ¶6. Although this case was ordered 

dismissed by the court, rather than moved for dismissal by the state, the court in 

Godoy placed no proscription on strategic dismissals in order to generate a new 

case number and thus a new deadline.  

 In two trial-level cases at the Maricopa County Superior Court—State v. 

Mena-Cobian, Maricopa County Superior Court No. CR 2008-007780-001, and 

State v. Martinson, Maricopa County Superior Court No. CR 2004-124662-001—

prosecutors notably dismissed and refiled their cause numbers to generate new 

deadlines and to circumvent substantive rulings of the court.  

 In State v. Mena-Cobian, after the court repeatedly ordered the state to 

present exculpatory evidence to the grand jury, the state dismissed the case and 

refiled under a new cause number, then attempted to use this new cause number to 

file a notice against the trial judge. The court denied the state’s Notice of Change 

of Judge under Rule 10.2 as untimely, but the issue was moot as the case had been 

administratively reassigned. State v. Mena-Cobian, CR2008-007780-001, ME 
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dated October 7, 2008 (Appendix B). The new trial court found that the state had 

engaged in repeated misconduct and ordered the case dismissed without prejudice. 

http://archive.azcentral.com/news/arizona/articles/20131027wintory-prosecutor-

conduct-day-2.html 

 In Martinson, the state dismissed and re-filed an eight-year-old indictment in 

a frustrated effort to remove the defense counsel and the trial judge. The trial court 

held:  

Following a conviction at trial, the Defendant successfully obtained a 
mistrial based on other grounds. The Prosecutors responded by 
engaging in even more obvious misconduct. What has become clear is 
that the prosecutors viewed Defense counsels’ vigorous representation 
as a roadblock to conviction. They similarly viewed this Court’s 
rulings about the uncharged intentional-murder theory as a roadblock. 
Accordingly, the Prosecutors relentlessly sought to remove defense 
counsel and the assigned judicial officer specifically to avoid the risk 
of acquittal during any retrial. The Court views this post-trial 
misconduct as part of the totality of the circumstances that support the 
Court’s findings of prosecutorial misconduct and bad faith.  

 
State v. Martinson, CR 2004-124662-001, ME dated 11/19/2013, page 5 

(Appendix B). The court detailed its factual and legal findings on this subject in 

pages 20-25 of the same Minute Entry.  

The Arizona Court of Appeals overturned the court’s dismissal of the case, 

predicated on its theory that the court had made an inappropriate legal ruling. It 

only briefly addressed the state’s post-trial misconduct in a footnote, stating:  

The superior court found additional instances of prosecutorial 
misconduct. As we discuss infra, though, the primary impetus for its 

http://archive.azcentral.com/news/arizona/articles/20131027wintory-prosecutor-conduct-day-2.html
http://archive.azcentral.com/news/arizona/articles/20131027wintory-prosecutor-conduct-day-2.html
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dismissal with prejudice order was the purported violation of Styers 
and the Styers-based ruling. Most of the post-trial conduct the court 
categorized as misconduct stems from its conclusion that prosecutors 
viewed the “rulings about the uncharged intentional-murder theory as 
a roadblock” and “used every opportunity to challenge the Court’s 
Styers ruling and present evidence of intent to kill.” 

 
State v. Martinson, 241 Ariz. 93, ¶ 14 fn.3, 384 P.3d 307, ¶ 14 fn.3 (App. 2016). 

This case is pending a petition for review to the Arizona Supreme Court. Even if 

the Court does not find that the state’s conduct rose to a level warranting the 

dismissal with prejudice of a murder case, the conduct is still undesirable conduct 

and should be avoided.  

II. The defense has no corresponding power and ability to dismiss and 
refile a case in order to gain a tactical advantage. 
 

Under Rule 16.6 (a), the state may move to dismiss a case for good cause. 

However, under Rule 16.6 (b), the defense may move to dismiss only under a 

theory that the charging document is insufficient. Generally, courts have held that a 

new indictment is sufficient to constitute good cause. Of course, the defense has no 

ability to re-charge a case to generate a new cause number.  

In fact, the defense has not even been able to use its limited ability in a 

corresponding fashion. In Woodington v. Browning, the defendant attempted to use 

a second 10.2 notice after his case had been remanded and then reindicted. 240 

Ariz. 289, ¶ 10, 378 P.3d 731, 734 (App. 2016), review denied (Nov. 15, 2016). 

The trial court held, and the Court of Appeals affirmed, that the reason that Mr. 
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Woodington was not entitled to a new 10.2 notice is that Godoy only applied to a 

“new criminal case,” a case with a new cause number. Id. Of course, Mr. 

Woodington never had the ability to generate a new cause number for his case, 

while this is a power well within the state’s ability.  

In Mesa v. Granville, the state dismissed and refiled a new cause number in 

order to create a new case, and thus a new deadline to file a notice of intent to seek 

the death penalty, over a year after its initial deadline had expired. Mesa v. 

Granville, ___ P.3d. ___, ¶ 12, 2016 WL 7387134, ¶ 12 (2016). This court held 

that while the state had done this, they had not acted in bad faith because they had 

done so after learning new information in the course of their investigation. Id. This 

new indictment necessarily required a continuance of the trial date in order to 

ensure that Mr. Mesa’s defense team had adequate time to prepare. Id. at ¶ 6. 

Certainly, if Mr. Mesa’s defense team had asked for more time to prepare his case, 

and had that request denied, they could not have generated their own continuance 

by dismissing and refiling the indictment. The power of the generation of a new 

cause number only vests in the state.  

The result of this decision is a tremendous burden on the defense community 

to assign capital-qualified counsel to all murder cases. Rules 6.8(b)(1)(iii) and 

(c)(4) provide that attorneys being appointed to represent a defendant at trial, on 

appeal, or at post-conviction proceedings be “familiar with and guided by the 
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performance standards in the 2003 American Bar Association Guidelines for the 

Appointment and Performance of Defense Counsel in Death Penalty Cases.” Rule 

6.3’s comment references the Guidelines, as does Rule 6.8’s comment, calling it “a 

compendium of best practices for representation in capital cases.”  

The American Bar Association’s Guidelines for Capital Representation 

require that a capital-qualified team be appointed as long as the state is legally 

qualified to seek the death penalty. Guidelines 1.1 and 10.2. Guideline 1.1 

indicates the guidelines apply “from the moment the client is taken into custody 

and extend to all stages of every case in which the jurisdiction may be entitled to 

seek the death penalty.” Guideline 1.1.  The comment to Guideline 1.1 notes that 

this language was a deliberate choice and a departure from the previous edition, 

which made the Guidelines applicable to cases where the death penalty was sought.  

The intention was to ensure that the defense team treat the case as a capital case 

even though the prosecutor has not yet decided to seek the death penalty. See 

Comment, Guideline 1.1, pg. 921.  

Guideline 10.2 details: “Counsel should provide high quality legal 

representation in accordance with these Guidelines for so long as the jurisdiction is 

legally entitled to seek the death penalty.”  The comment to Guideline 10.2 details 

“early investigation to determine weaknesses in the State’s case and uncover 

mitigating evidence is a necessity, and should not be put off in the hope that the 
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death penalty will not be requested, or that the request will be dropped at a later 

point.”  Comment, Guideline 10.2, pg. 994.  Thus, even before the state has 

officially filed a notice of intent to seek the death penalty, capital representation is 

vital.   

Finally, counsel must continue to treat the case as capital “until the 

imposition of death is no longer a legal possibility.” Id. In light of this Court’s 

ruling in Mesa, even when the government has not timely filed a notice of intent to 

seek death, death is still a legal possibility. The dismiss-and-refile process gives 

prosecutors the ability to restart the clock on death notices, and the burden is not 

inherently high. Rather, this Court’s conclusion in Mesa placed the burden upon 

the defense to argue that refiling was in bad faith. Given this burden, death really 

only becomes legally impossible once the jury has been sworn. 

Moreover, prosecutors regularly engage in ongoing investigation into a case 

and often learn new information. This everyday occurrence is precisely what the 

state claimed justified the refile in Mesa. And because ongoing investigation is not 

a form of bad faith, the burden upon a defendant will be incredibly weighty.  

Because the state can now develop its case and at any time decide that it 

wishes to file a death penalty notice, the Court’s ruling will place an enormous 

strain on defense and court resources.  
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III. To preserve equity, the state should also be barred from using this 
ability for such a purpose.  
 

 One side should not have a windfall of strategic benefit. Barring such 

Constitutional and logical differences such as the presumption of innocence and 

burden of proof, it is not good practice to create procedural powers that permit the 

state to have such lopsided control over the course of a case. Thus, the state should 

not have the unique power to generate continuances, new notice of death deadlines, 

or new judicial strikes when the defense and the courts are left impotent and at the 

will of the state. Moreover, the court should not be limited to preventing such 

inequity only upon findings of bad faith. For these reasons, it is respectfully 

requested that the Court amend Rules 10.2, 15.1, and 16.6 as proposed in the 

Appendix. 

 

  Dated this 10th day of January, 2017. 
 
 
 AMY KALMAN 
  By /s/ Amy Kalman 
 Amy Kalman 
 
 MIKEL STEINFELD 
  By /s/ Mikel Steinfeld 
 Mikel Steinfeld 
 
 Arizona Attorneys for Criminal Justice 
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Electronic copy filed with the  
Clerk of the Supreme Court of 
Arizona this 10th day of Jaunary, 
2017. 
 
 
By: Amy Kalman



APPENDIX A 
 

Proposed Rules Changes 

(Proposed deletions are shown with strikethrough, new language is shown with 
underscoring) 

 
Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure   
 
Rule 10.2 

(a) Entitlement. In any criminal case, each side is entitled as a matter of right to 
a change of judge. Each case, whether single or consolidated, shall be treated 
as having only two sides; except that whenever two or more parties on a side 
have adverse or hostile interests, the presiding judge or that judge’s designee 
may allow additional changes of judge as a matter of right. Notwithstanding 
the foregoing provision, the right to a change of judge by right shall be 
inapplicable to cases refiled under a subsequent indictment, Rule 32 
petitions for post-conviction relief, or remands for resentencing. 

(b) No change 
(c) No change 
(d) No change 

 
Rule 15.1 

(a) No change 
(b) No change 
(c) No change 
(d) No change 
(e) No change 
(f) No change 
(g) No change 
(h) No change 
(i) Additional Disclosure in Capital Case. 

(1) The prosecutor, no later than 60 days after the arraignment in superior 
court, shall provide to the defendant notice of whether the prosecutor 
intends to seek the death penalty. This period may be extended up to 60 
days upon written stipulation of counsel filed with the court. Once the 
stipulation is approved by the court, the case shall be considered a capital 
case for all administrative purposes including, but not limited to, 
scheduling, appointment of counsel under Rule 6.8, and assignment of a 
mitigation specialist. Additional extensions may be granted upon 
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stipulation of the parties and approval of the court. The prosecutor shall 
confer with the victim prior to agreeing to an extension of the 60 day 
deadline or any additional extensions, if the victim has requested notice 
pursuant to A.R.S. Section 13-4405. If a notice of intent to seek the death 
penalty is not timely made, as provided in this section, the prosecutor 
may not request the death penalty in this case or any subsequent case or 
filing involving the same incident and defendant. 

(2) No change 
(3) No change 

(j) No change 
 

 
Rule 16.6  

(a) On Prosecutor’s Motion.  The court, on motion of the prosecutor showing 
good cause therefor, may order that a prosecution be dismissed at any time 
upon finding that the purpose of the dismissal is not to avoid the provisions 
of Rule 8, to generate a new judicial notice under Rule 10.2, to generate a 
new death notice deadline under Rule 15.1(i)(1), or to circumvent 
substantive rulings that are the law of the case.    

(b) No change 
(c) No change 
(d) Dismissal of a prosecution shall be without prejudice to commencement of 

another prosecution, unless the court order finds that the interests of justice 
require that the dismissal be without prejudice.  The dismissal and refile of a 
prosecution does not, however, generate a new change of judge by right 
under Rule 10.2 or deadline to file a notice of intent to seek the death 
penalty under Rule 15.1(i)(1).   
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Appendix B 
Minute Entries 



Michael K. Jeanes, Clerk of Court
*** Electronically Filed ***

10/09/2008 8:00 AM
SUPERIOR COURT OF ARIZONA

MARICOPA COUNTY

CR2007-165928-001 DT
CR2008-007780-001 DT

10/07/2008

Docket Code 042 Form R000D Page 1

CLERK OF THE COURT
HONORABLE TIMOTHY J. RYAN B. Navarro

Deputy

STATE OF ARIZONA ERIC BASTA

v.

JONATHON MENA-COBIAN (001) JOHN CANBY

DISPOSITION CLERK-CSC
JUDGE FOSTER
JUDGE LARRY GRANT
PRETRIAL SERVICES AGENCY-CCC
VICTIM SERVICES DIV-CA-CCC

MINUTE ENTRY (COMPLEX CASE)

9:31 a.m. This is the time set for an Evidentiary Hearing regarding State’s Motion to 
Dismiss CR 2007-165928-001-DT.

State's Attorney: Eric Basta
Defendant's Attorney: John Canby
Defendant: Present
Court Reporter: Rochelle Dobbins

Defendant advises the Court that he no longer objects to his matter proceedings under CR 
2008-007780-001-DT.

Discussion/oral argument is held regarding the bond previously set.



SUPERIOR COURT OF ARIZONA
MARICOPA COUNTY

CR2007-165928-001 DT
CR2008-007780-001 DT

10/07/2008

Docket Code 042 Form R000D Page 2

IT IS ORDERED denying the State’s Notice of Change of Judge under Rule 10.2.  The 
Court does not find compliance with Rule 10.2(b)(3).  However, since, the issue is moot, that 
would affirm Judge Grant’s prior rulings at the time the Notice was filed.

Discussion is held regarding the issue of bond.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED granting the State’s Motion to Dismiss CR 2007-165928-
001-DT only, without prejudice.  This matter shall proceed under CR 2008-007780-001-DT, 
which is assigned to Judge Foster.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED affirming the Trial Management Conference set for 
November 12, 2008 before Judge Foster.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED affirming prior release orders, at this time.

9:51 a.m.  Matter concludes.
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